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Mitigating internal shorting to enhance battery safety with 
gradient-conductivity cathodes 
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H I G H L I G H T S  

• Electrode with gradient conductivity mitigates thermal runaway due to shorting. 
• Electrode fabricated by selectively removing conductive carbon from the surface. 
• The increased short circuit resistance reduces current and temperature rise. 
• Battery performance remains unaltered until a shorting event.  
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A B S T R A C T   

Internal short circuits and the resulting catastrophic battery failure is difficult to detect and can occur under 
normal working conditions. To enable future high-energy density batteries, particularly lithium metal, an 
inexpensive internal short protection scheme is required. Here, we selectively remove conductive carbon from 
the cathode surface, creating a gradient-conductivity electrode. The process etches to a depth of only 5–10 μm 
and the active particles maintain electrical contact through the backside allowing for otherwise unaltered battery 
performance. When a lithium dendrite contacts the cathode surface, it will react with the oxide particle rather 
than contacting the carbon network. The active material now acts as a resistive element limiting the current. 
During shorting tests induced by abuse charging, cells containing conductivity-gradient cathodes saw a 2x 
reduction in short circuit current and accompanying temperature rise compared to cells with uniform conduc-
tivity cathodes. The reduction in short circuit current thus renders the event harmless. Postmortem analysis 
shows the dendrites only contact the surface oxide particles, supporting the viability of this gradient conductivity 
electrode design. Our approach utilizes the intrinsic resistivity of the active material to improve battery safety, is 
broadly applicable, and incurs no penalty in energy density.   

1. Introduction 

In response to the need of portable electronics and electric vehicles, 
the energy densities of lithium-ion batteries have continued to rise. In 
the near term, reduction of inactive materials has proven to be suc-
cessful. The thickness of commercial battery separators has been 
reduced to <10 μm [1], while electrode areal specific capacity 
[mAh/cm2] continue to rise [2]. In the long-term, the graphite anode 
will be replaced by higher capacity electrode materials, namely silicon 
containing materials [3] and ultimately lithium metal [4]. 

These changes in design and materials make battery safety an 
increasingly difficult challenge [5]. For LIBs, it is well known that 

mechanical deformation [6] and overcharging [7] can induce internal 
shorting and dangerous thermal runaway. However, this can also occur 
without discernible external cause while operating under normal con-
ditions [8,9]. The suspected cause of these type of events is a failure of 
the separator creating a low electronic resistance internal short circuit 
within the battery [10]. The challenge of separator failure further in-
creases with the use of lithium metal anodes, especially during rapid 
charging when the likelihood of Li dendrite penetration increases [11]. 

Approaches to improve battery safety generally add a protective 
element within the battery to block, drain, or cut off the short circuit. 
Battery separators play an essential role in this function. The addition of 
various porous polymer layers [12], non-woven mats [13], or ceramic 
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coatings [14] have shown improvement of mechanical properties over 
standard polyolefin separators and aid to physically block dendrite 
propagation. All ceramic solid ion conductors acting as both separator 
and electrolyte can also suppress dendritic growth [15]. Materials can be 
added within the separator that are reactive towards Li and serve to etch 
away oncoming dendrites, but are limited by the material capacity past 
which dendrite propagation begins again [16]. Similarly, third elec-
trodes sandwiched in the separator have been implemented to detect 
dendrite penetration and diagnose the health of the cell [17]. Most 
commonly battery separators are designed with an additional layer of 
porous material that undergoes a phase transformation and pore 
collapse at elevated temperature to cut off the ionic pathway and sus-
pend shorting—ideally accomplished before thermal runaway initiates 
[18]. 

Another approach beyond modifying the separator is to break the 
electronic pathways within the electrodes themselves to limit the impact 
of shorting. Several methods have been developed to electronically 
isolate the active material. Current collectors have been designed to 
fracture upon mechanical deformation limiting self-discharge to small, 
isolated regions [19]. Positive thermal coefficient (PTC) materials have 
also been coated on the current collector or on the cathode itself to 
insulate the active material from the current collector or each other 
upon reaching elevated temperatures [20–22]. Unlike these 
temperature-trigged methods, we have recently introduced a partially 
electronically conductive (PEC) Janus separator to intercept oncoming 
dendrites. The PEC layer, in contact with the cathode, is permeable to 
lithium ions but adds electronic resistance to the short circuit formed 
when a dendrite makes contact, thus limiting the internal short cir-
cuiting current and the temperature rise, rendering the short practically 
harmless [23]. 

All of these protection schemes, whether separator or electrode 
based, involve adding a component to the battery which invariably in-
curs increased manufacturing costs, adds to the overall volume, and 
increases the electronic or ionic resistance of the battery. In order for a 
protection scheme to be not only effective, but also economically scal-
able, it should ideally utilize the intrinsic properties of the electrode 
materials and architecture without incurring penalties in cell volume, 
weight, or resistance. 

2. Results and discussion 

2.1. Gradient-conductivity cathodes 

Here we introduce a method to achieve increased electronic resis-
tance for a short circuit by using a cathode material with a gradient 
electronic conductivity. Specifically, a reduced electronic conductive 
(REC) layer is created in the top layer of the cathode facing the separator 
side. In a common cathode (Fig. 1b), the active material, usually a metal 
oxide, is mixed with carbon to increase the electronic conductivity and 
held together by a polymer binder. If a dendrite contacts the conductive 
carbon network then the entire cathode is effectively shorted to the 
anode which can result in rapid self-discharge, Joule heating, and 
thermal runaway. In contrast, Fig. 1a shows a schematic of the REC 
interlayer, where the cathode’s conductive carbon network has been 
selectively etched away from the cathode surface. When a dendrite 
shorts the anode and cathode, the short circuit must travel through the 
layer of the carbon-free active material. Common transition metal oxides 
cathode materials have low electronic conductivity (10− 3 – 10− 8 S/m) 
[24–26], and is the very reason conductive carbon is required to achieve 
good cycling performance at even low C-rates [27]. In the absence of 
carbon, however, the active material acts as a convenient high resistance 
short circuit intercept. Additionally, since the etching is limited to the 
cathode surface, the bulk of cathode remains electronically connected, 
which should allow for unaltered cycling performance outside of a 
failure event. 

To selectively etch the surface of the cathode a simple sputter etching 
technique was employed to remove the carbon species (conductive 
carbon and polymer binder) from the surface of the cathode without 
damaging the active material. By reversing the polarity in a laboratory 
sputtering deposition system, Ar+ was generated to bombard the cath-
ode and strip away surface materials. The cathodes used are high energy 
density commercial quality electrode tapes roughly 50 μm thick on Al 
foil. The active material is LixNi0.5Mn0.3Ni0.2O2 (NMC), with PVDF as 
the binder, and MWCNTs as the conductive carbon network in a weight 
ratio of 97.5 : 1.5: 1. It should be noted that this cathode tape was chosen 
to represent a generic commercially available battery cathode. Elec-
trodes can be fabricated with differing thickness and particle composi-
tion and morphology, which might impact the optimum etching 
condition to achieve the desired safety enhancement effect but the 
process itself is generally applicable. Fig. 2 shows high magnification 
SEM images of cathode surfaces that underwent a) 30-min, b) 10-min, 

Fig. 1. Working mechanism of internal short mitigation with a gradient conductivity cathode. a) schematic of an etched cathode where the surface carbon is 
removed and the active material adds an additional resistive element to the short circuit when a dendrite shorts the anode to the cathode. b) Schematic of an 
unetched pristine cathode where the conductive carbon and dendrite generates a low resistance short circuit and possible thermal runaway events. 
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and c) 5-min etching as well as a d) 0-min (pristine) electrode. While 
there is no obvious difference to the naked eye (Supporting Information, 
Fig. S1), SEM shows 30-, 10- and 5-min etching results in a smooth and 
carbon free NMC surface, while the pristine cathode has a clear mat of 
MWCNTS coating the surface giving it a fuzzy appearance. 

Cross-sectional SEM images with EDS elemental mapping of carbon 
overlayed for electrodes after 30-min (Fig. 2e) and 10-min etching 
(Fig. 2f) show that carbon has been removed from a depth of roughly 10 
μm into the cathode surface. Higher magnification SEM focusing a sur-
face particle shows etching removes carbon from only the upper hemi-
sphere of the particle where the lower hemisphere is shaded due to the 
line-of-sight nature of the sputter etching process (Supporting Infor-
mation, Fig. S2). Due to only a minor difference between 30- and 10-min 
etched cathodes longer etching times were not considered. The 5-min 
etching (Fig. 2g), while sufficient to remove surface carbon, does not 
appear to penetrate meaningfully into the cathode. The pristine cathode 

has carbon extending uniformly throughout the cathode including the 
surface (Fig. 2h). EDS line scans detecting C were performed at 20 in-
dividual cross-section locations along each cathode sample, these were 
averaged, fitted, and plotted in Fig. 2i. The 30- and 10-min etched 
cathodes again show little relative C signal until a depth of 10 μm where 
there is significant increase in C content. The C signal intensity plateaus 
at 4-5x the relative content detected on the surface and remains constant 
throughout the bulk. The 0-min (pristine) cathode shows the same 
relative carbon content that is constant from surface to bottom of the 
cathode, while the 5-min etching shows some removal of surface carbon 
but fails to penetrate past a depth of <5 μm. The overall slight down-
ward trend in carbon content through the cathode depth is attributed to 
a blocking effect decreasing the amount of signal that reaches the EDS 
detector, and we expect the carbon is most likely constant throughout. 

Fig. 2. Characterization of the conductivity gradient cathodes. High magnification SEM images of the cathode surface after etching for a) 30-min, b) 10-min, c) 
5-min, and d) 0-min. Cross-section SEM titled by 5◦ focusing on the cathode surface and roughly 20 μm depth with EDS elemental mapping overlay of carbon element 
for cathodes etched for e) 30-min, f) 10-min, g) 5-min, and the h) pristine (0-min) cathode. i-l) The average relative carbon content collected by EDS line scan as a 
function of cathode depth for each etching time with linear fitting overlay for the unetched region and polynomial fit for the etched region. 
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2.2. Electrical characterization 

The change in the electronic conductivity due to removing the sur-
face conductive carbon network was measured to correlate etching time 
with the expected increase in electronic resistance upon an internal 
short. The resistance measurement was conducted using four parallel 
copper stripes placed on freestanding sheets of various etched and 
unetched cathodes. We use the resistance for a given area (Ωcm2) of the 
cathode to characterize the impact of etching and the results are sum-
marized in Table 1. Note that after etching, the electrode is composed of 
the REC layer under which is the more conducting, pristine layer. The in- 
plane resistance is thus very sensitive to the REC layer thickness. Details 
of resistance calculation are provided in Supporting Information, 
Fig. S3. A continuous increase in resistance is observed as the etching 
time increases, from 45.1 Ωcm2 for the 0-min etched to 203.5 Ωcm2 for 
the 30-min etched cathode tape. The added through plane resistance 
from etching is approximately half of the increase over the 0-min etched 
sample using the in-plane method and was calculated to be 6.8 Ωcm2, 
65.5 Ωcm2, and 79.2 Ωcm2 for the 5-min, 10-min, and 30-min etched 
cathodes, respectively. Note that these are increases of electronic 
resistance for dry electrodes. As shown below, the battery performance 
under normal operating conditions is largely unaltered. 

Additionally, a completely carbon-free cathode was also casted with 
only NMC and PVDF binder (97.5 : 2.5 wt%) to measure the conductivity 
of the NMC particles themselves. The resistance of this was determined 
to be 6.53 × 103 Ωcm2, and the conductivity σ was calculated to be 1.63 
× 10− 5 S/m. This is a very large increase over 3.05 × 100 S/m measured 
for the pristine cathode tape containing carbon and highlights the need 
to incorporate a conductive network between the active materials. 
Furthermore, this carbon-free tape was lithiated by directly contact with 
Li metal to simulate the chemical state the NMC would be in at the 
immediate area of Li dendrite contact. This overlithiated state has a 
higher conductivity than the pristine carbon-free NMC, 1.26 × 10− 4 S/m 
but is still orders of magnitude lower than that of the normal pristine 
cathode added with carbon. It is expected that the contact area in im-
mediate contact with Li metal will be reduced to 0 V by the dendrite. 
Benedek et al. [28] proposed that LiMO2 materials (where M is a tran-
sition metal) undergo a multi-step reduction upon overlithiation that 
ultimately result in the formation of a physical mixture of M0 and Li2O 
via a conversion reaction mechanism. The reaction resulted in a nearly 
4-5x increase in cathode thickness (Supporting Information, Fig. S4). 
The observed higher electronic conductivity in this state compared to 
the unreacted carbon free tape is likely due to the reduction of the Ni, 
Mn, and Co to a fully metallic state; however, the other nonconductive 
product of Li2O keeps the overall bulk conductivity several orders of 
magnitude lower than that of the conductive carbon network and should 
still provide sufficient electronic resistance in the event of a short. 

SEM investigation of pristine and NMC secondary particles that have 
been overlithiated by direct contact with Li metal for 24 h show a clear 
volume expansion that pulverizes the secondary particles and cracks the 
primary particles (Supporting Information, Fig. S5). This overlithiated 
product was characterized by XRD to reveal a featureless spectrum when 
compared to the pristine NMC material (Supporting Information, 

Fig. S6). It has previously been reported that similar overlithiation via 
the conversion reaction of LiCoO2 material resulted in nanoscale metal 
domains that were smaller than the coherence of the X-rays, resulting in 
similar featureless spectra [29]. XPS of the samples show a clear redshift 
after overlithiation. The peaks positions of Ni at 852.5 eV, Mn at 639.6 
eV, and Co at 776.6 eV (Supporting Information, Fig. S7) are consistence 
with what is generally reported for the metallic chemical state of these 
elements [30–32], and supports the hypothesis that nanodomains of 
metal Ni, Mn, and Co are mixed with nonconductive Li2O. 

2.3. Electrochemical characterization 

While the etching process is not expected to damage the active ma-
terial since oxides are generally more difficult to remove than carbon 
and polymer species [33], electrochemical cycling of the cathodes was 
carried out to ensure the etching process has no adverse effects on the 
cathode performance (Fig. 3). Tests were performed using Li metal as the 
anode and LP30 as the electrolyte (1 M LiPF6 EC:DMC 1:1 wt%). There is 
no notable difference between any etched cathodes and the pristine 
(0-min etched) cathode during the formation cycle and the 3rd cycle 
(Fig. 3a) when cycled at a rate of C/10. Since the carbon network pro-
vides the necessary electronic conductivity to cycle at high current 
densities, the cathodes were tested at rates of C/5, C/3, and 1C, again 
with no apparent difference in cycling performance. As seen in Fig. 2, 
the conductive carbon network remains on the underside of the 
surface-most particles even after 30 min of etching and provides the 
necessary electronic pathway to maintain normal performance. 

EIS of the pristine and 30-min etched cathode show less than 1 Ωcm2 

in the high frequency region and only a minor increase in the cathode 
charge transfer resistance due to the surface etching but does not appear 
to significantly effect performance at normal current densities (Sup-
porting Information, Fig. S8). Long-term cycling was carried out at a rate 
of C/5 and again shows no apparent difference between any of the 
cathode samples over the subsequent 50 cycles. 

We use an abuse charging protocol to intentionally induce internal 
dendritic shorting (Fig. 4). A schematic of the abuse charging set up is 
shown in Fig. 4a, where a thermocouple is taped to the outer casing of a 
standard NMC/Li metal coincell to measure temperature rise, which is 
then placed in a thermally insulated sheath. Fig. 4b shows an example 
voltage vs time trace (30-min etched, 3rd cycle). All batteries were 
subjected to identical conditions: pre-cycling at a rate of C/3, with a 
discharge to 3.5 V. The batteries were then subjected to 4.5 V poten-
tiostatic abuse charging step for 15 min. By using a potentiostatic hold as 
opposed to a galvanostatic scheme, current is allowed to freely flow 
during the charge process. This in turn deposits highly dendritic Li on 
the anode surface which quickly grows to penetrate the separator and 
short the cell within a matter of minutes. 

The potentiostatic abuse charging current profiles as well as cell 
temperature profiles for electrodes prepared with varying etching times 
are plotted in Fig. 4c. For all cathodes shorting occurred between 2 and 
3 min due to an extremely high average current density >20 mA/cm2, 
which equates to a charging rate of greater than 10C. When internal 
shorting was established, the pristine cathode reached a peak current 
density of nearly 90 mA/cm2 with an accompanying cell temperature 
rising to over 50 ◦C. The 30-min etched cathode was limited to a short 
current density of 43 mA/cm2 with the accompanying temperature 
remaining below 35 ◦C. The 10-min etching current-temperature profile 
was similar, albeit slightly higher by about 10 mA/cm2 than the 30-min 
etched. This matches previous EDS elemental C mapping and conduc-
tivity measurements. The 5-min etching, while managing to mitigate 
some short circuit current, is more similar to the pristine cathode, which 
is also in line with previous carbon content observations. Surface carbon 
is removed during the 5-min etch, yet enough carbon remains below the 
immediate surface to induce significant shorting. 

Table 1 
Electrical area specific resistance of 0-min, 5-min, 10-min, and 30-min etched 
freestanding cathode tapes, the active material with no conductive carbon, and 
the active material with no conductive carbon after being overlithiated by direct 
contact with Li metal.   

Cathode Resistance (Ωcm2) Conductivity (S/m) 

0-Minute Etched 45.1 3.05 × 100 

5-Minute Etched 58.6 n/a 
10-Minute Etched 176.0 n/a 
30-Minute Etched 203.5 n/a 
Carbon-Free 6.53 × 103 1.63 × 10− 5 

Overlithated Carbon-Free n/a 1.26 × 10− 4  
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2.4. Post-mortem characterization 

Upon disassembling the cells after abuse shorting test, multiple 
dendrite contact areas were observed on the 30-min etched cathode 
surface (Fig. 5a). Furthermore, the pristine cathode surface shows nearly 
identical shorting behavior, indicating that a change in the physical 
mechanism of shorting was not what altered current response (Sup-
porting Information, Fig. S9). These images show that shorting took 
place at multiple spots and lithium dendrites appear to grow laterally on 
the electrode surface. By FIB-SEM cross-section milling of the dendrite/ 
cathode interface and observing this area at an angle (52◦) the lateral 

growth of these dendrites is clearly seen (Fig. 5b). Importantly, the short 
does not appear to penetrate into the depth of the cathode which allows 
the surface etching strategy to be successful. Furthermore, it is suspected 
that Li metal continues to deposit on the cathode surface after the short 
is initiated increasing the shorting area. As the effective shorting area 
grows, as well as new contacts are initiate, an increase in ISC occurs as 
seen in Fig. 4c. Once the remaining capacity is expended from the 
cathode, short growth ceases and the current begins to decay as the 
highly reactive interface begins to passivate. 

Fig. 3. a) 1st and 3rd cycle voltage profile and b) cycling stability and capacity retention at different rates for the various durations of carbon etching.  

Fig. 4. Abuse shorting tests. a) Schematic of the abuse charging experimental set up where a thermocouple is attached to the outer coincell casing, which is then 
placed in a thermally insulating sheath. b) Example voltage vs time profile, where cells are normally cycled to a discharge state then subjected to a 4.5 V poten-
tiostatic abuse charging step. c) The corresponding potentiostatic abuse charging current and cell temperature profile. 

Fig. 5. Post-mortem analysis of internal shorting. a) SEM image of the 30-min etched cathode surface after abuse charging showing multiple dendrite contact 
areas resulting in severe shorting. b) FIB-SEM milled cross-section of the dendrite/cathode interface showing a the dendrite remains on the surface and grows 
laterally without penetrating into the cathode. 
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3. Conclusions 

We have presented a new design to mitigate the impact of internal 
shorting in order to improve lithium battery safety. By selectively 
etching away the conductive carbon network only at the surface of the 
cathode, we create a cathode with an electronic conductivity gradient 
with the top layer processing reduced conductivity. Etching is limited to 
roughly 10 μm of depth into the cathode, and the surface-most particles 
remain electronically connected to the bulk via their underside. This 
design allows the cathode to maintain normal performance. The pres-
ence of a top layer with reduced electronic conductivity results in a 
significantly higher short circuit resistance which is evident during 
abuse charging induced shorting experiments, where optimally etched 
cathode had > 2x reduction in short circuit current and accompanying 
cell temperature rise. Postmortem SEM characterization of the cathodes 
reveal a failure mechanism caused by growth of numerous dendritic 
shorts; however, these contact areas appear to only grow laterally on the 
cathode surface without penetrating into the bulk of the cathode. This 
protection scheme is applicable to any common commercial cathode 
tape that uses a conductive carbon network. The method is simple and 
scalable, without negatively impacting battery energy density. To 
further improve the economies of scale and create thinner carbon free 
layers, potential approaches are not limited to plasma etching and can 
include mechanical removal methods or by an additional coating step of 
a carbon free metal oxide skin layer easily integrated into the roll-to-roll 
processes that are well established for electrode fabrication. 

4. Experimental section 

4.1. Cathode details 

The cathode is approximately 50 μm thick with a capacity of 2.2 mAh 
cm− 2 and contains NMC532 (LixNi0.5Mn0.3Co0.2O2), MWCNTs (multi-
walled carbon nanotubes), and PVDF (Polyvinylidene fluoride) in a mass 
ratio of 97.5:1:1.5 on Al foil (Hunan Hong Xiang New Energy Technol-
ogy CO.LTD). 

4.2. Etching details 

Roughly 10 cm × 10 cm squares of the cathode tape were cut and 
placed into the vacuum chamber of a Ladd/Hummer™ 6.2 sputter coat 
machine equipped with sacrificial Al target and Ar gas. The vacuum 
chamber was evacuated to 80 mTorr with a steady flow of Ar and 5, 10, 
or 30 min of reversed polarity sputter etching was performed at a current 
of 10 mA to remove surface carbon. 

4.3. 4-Probe measurements 

Sheet resistance measurements were collected using 0.5 cm wide, 
0.05 cm thick freestanding cathodes with thin strips of conductive Cu 
tape spaced 0.25 cm apart as electrical contacts. Various currents 
ranging from 1 μA to 10 mA were applied between the outer two con-
tacts, and the voltage between the inner two was measured. This was 
convert to resistance, sheet resistance, and conductivity using the for-
mula described in the main text. 

4.4. Coin cell assembly, cycling, abuse shorting testing 

Coin cells were assembled within an Ar atmosphere glovebox (O2 <
1 ppm, H2O < 1 ppm) with 2032 stainless steel casings and used 13 mm 
diameter cathodes paired with a 15 mm diameter Li disk rolled onto a 1 
mm thick stainless steel spacer disk. 1.0 M LiPF6 in 1:1 vol/vol ethylene 
carbonate (EC) and dimethyl carbonate (DMC) (LP30, Gotion) was used 
as the electrolyte. The cell was sealed in a hydraulic crimper at 1000 psi. 
Coin cells were cycled using a Landt battery tester. Coin cells the 
potentiostatic tests were precycled at a rate of C/10 for the first cycle 

and C/3 for the following two cycles (3rd cycle cut-off was set to 3.5 V). 
Potentiostatic holds and impedance measurements were carried with a 
Biologic potentiostat using a high current (10 A, 5 V) booster channel. 
Temperature was measured using a K-type thermocouple and HOBO-
ware reader. 

4.5. XPS characterization 

XPS spectra (Supporting Information, Fig. S7) used to calculate the 
doping level of ion gate material was performed by a PHI Quantera SXM, 
Scanning X-ray Microprobe and was carried out using Al anode source at 
15 kV and all the peaks were fitted based on the reference C–C bond at 
284.6 eV. All XPS measurements were collected with a 300 mm × 700 
mm spot size using a charge neutralizer during acquisition. Survey scans 
were collected with a 1.0 eV step size, and were followed by high res-
olution scans with a step size of 0.05 eV for Ni2p, Co2p, and Mn2p 
regions. 
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